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Instagram giveaways are a great way to build a community of loyal followers/customers, give 
back to your followers and keep them active on your feed. The more people who participate in 
your giveaway, the more exposure and followers you can gain. The results of a giveaway are 
compounding! Here are the basics for hosting a giveaway: 
 

  1. Choose a Prize 
 
 
Select a popular item from your store that has broad appeal. Make sure it is valuable enough for 
people to want to enter—start with something with around a $20 retail value. You can increase 
the prize value as your giveaways gain more exposure.  
 
 

  2. Determine the Criteria  
 
 
The goal here is to leverage the criteria to incentivize people to follow you. You’ll find what 
works best for you, but remember to keep the criteria to a minimum so you don’t deter people 
from entering. We are always trying new things, but generally here is what we use:  

1. Like this post 
2. Leave a comment (sometimes we have them answer a question ex: "Comment your 

favorite family tradition").  Keep it relevant to your prize. 
3. (Optional) Tag friends to play 
4. (Optional) Share the giveaway on your feed for bonus entries 

 
 

  3. Establish the Length 
 
 
You can make the entry time last as long as you’d like, but we get the best results when we cut 
it off at the three day mark.  Example: Starts Monday at 9 am EST, ends Wednesday at 11pm EST.  
Winner announced within 24 hours of claiming prize. 
 
 

  4. Create a Post 
 
 
Photos – Make the post eye-catching by featuring the prize that is up for grabs! Each post can 
have up to 10 photos, so feel free to include more than one image if they’re good.  
 
Make your caption fun and engaging, and make sure you follow Instagram’s rules by including a 
disclaimer at the end of your caption that lets everyone know that your giveaway is not 
associated with Instagram. (See page 3 for an example of a giveaway post.)  



 

  5. Create Reminder Posts & Stories 
 
 
Because your audience sees a large volume of content on Instagram everyday, do a reminder 
post in the middle of your giveaway (which you’ll want to delete after the giveaway ends to 
keep your feed beautiful). This can be a simple variation on the first post. Increase awareness by 
posting stories each day highlighting your giveaway.  Make it fun.  Involve employees showing 
the prize if you wish.  Get creative and experiment.  
 
 

  6. Tally the Results & Announce the Winner 
 
 
Tally the results based on the criteria you’ve set and identify a winner—there are lots of free 
phone apps to help you randomly select winners. 
 
Once you’ve selected the winner, notify them via direct message and create an Instagram story 
and/or post to announce the winner. And always make sure you include your IG handle on the 
zeroed-out invoice when sending the prize.  This makes it easy for the winner to tag you if they 
choose to announce it on their IG account.  More exposure for you! 
 
 

  Bonus Tip 
 
 
Instagram takes notice when a post gets traffic right off the bat and starts showing your post to 
more people. Tell several friends and relatives that you will be posting a giveaway and ask them 
to be the first to like and comment. People are more comfortable liking and commenting on 
posts that already have likes and comments. 
 
 

  Measuring the Results 
 
 
Measure the results from each giveaway so you can learn from the trends and improve your 
giveaways—what generates more engagement, what doesn’t?  
 
Instagram Business Accounts give you the ability to see Insights. To view your Insights, go to 
your profile page and tap on the three dash lines. There you can view your total number of 
profile visits, interactions, and which buttons people tapped on from your main profile screen. 
Now to see the results of your giveaway post, tap the original post and just below the image, 
tap on View Insights. Tap on the little popup that appears to enlarge the data. This window will 
give you the number of people who interacted with this post.  
 
 
  



 

 

  Example – Giveaway Post 
 
 

 
Who’s going to be the lucky winner of this 
gorgeous Joy to the World sign by Adams & Co.? 
 
To play along: 
- Like this post… 
- Comment and tag a friend who brings you joy 
and tell them why. 
- You may enter as many times as you’d like. Each 
comment counts as an entry. 
- This event kicks off Dec. 1, 9 pm EST and ends 
Dec. 4, 11 pm EST.  Open to the contiguous USA.  
Winner has 24 hours to claim prize. Hosted by: 
@adamsandcompany 
 
Please Note: This event is in no way affiliated or 
sponsored by Instagram. By entering you agree you 
are 13+ years of age.  
 
 
 

 
 

  Instagram Tips 
 
1. Since Instagram doesn’t let you put your own hard returns or paragraph breaks, here’s a 
handy workaround: Add a period (.) where you want the break, then hit return. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Reply to comments as quickly as you can.  The more engagement Instagram sees, the more 
they will circulate your post to your followers. Instagram has said that the best metric for growth 
is “engagement.” 
 
3. Don’t forget to write-off the value of the prize! 
 

DJ Adams  
@dj.adams.co 

Here’s an example. 
. 
See how the periods allowed us to hit 
return and move to the next line or 
paragraph?  
 


